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What keeps you up at night?
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A. Loss of Institutional Knowledge from Retirements

B. Insufficient Emergency Preparations

C. Degradation of Underground Infrastructure

D. Insufficient Preventative Maintenance

E. Overwhelming and unmanageable project documentation

F. Facilities Staff Qualifications both existing and new

G. Insufficient Facilities Budget

H. Energy Prices

I. Procurement Regulations

J. Other

Facilities Survey

PPAA Tallyspace PPAA-CCs PPAA-State Ops CCBOA SUBOA

February 2018/SUNY Capital Facilities



More from the Facilities Management industry

• According to a survey by a large maintenance software company, the most 
common challenge cited by survey participants was staffing issues. 

• More than 30% of the respondents said they suffer from the lack of manpower 
and have a lot of trouble finding skilled maintenance technicians and mechanics.

LimbleCMMS

https://limblecmms.com/blog/maintenance-technician/
https://limblecmms.com/blog/maintenance-mechanic/


Increased Vacancies

• Retirements - who are we losing?
• Most experienced personnel

• Undocumented historical knowledge

• The Trainers

• COVID – everything has been amplified
• Staffing reductions

• Limited recruitment pool

• Budget reductions



The average age in facility management is 51 years, with industry 
associations citing a “critical shortfall” in talent.



Wages

Neg Unit Salary 
Grade 
Prefix

Salary 
Grade 
Suffix

Effective Date
(once radified)

Data 
Status

Hourly Rate Minimum Amount Maximum Amount 

03 SG 001 04/01/2021 C 12.37 25,825.38 31,922.94 

03 SG 002 04/01/2021 C 12.84 26,810.70 33,215.28 

03 SG 003 04/01/2021 C 13.48 28,149.96 34,833.00 

03 SG 004 04/01/2021 C 14.07 29,379.06 36,454.80 

03 SG 005 04/01/2021 C 14.74 30,784.62 38,195.94 

03 SG 006 04/01/2021 C 15.57 32,507.40 40,211.46 

03 SG 007 04/01/2021 C 16.43 34,303.62 42,386.10 

03 SG 008 04/01/2021 C 17.36 36,238.56 44,628.06 

03 SG 009 04/01/2021 C 18.32 38,257.14 47,025.06 

03 SG 010 04/01/2021 C 19.37 40,446.06 49,635.24 

03 SG 011 04/01/2021 C 20.49 42,792.06 52,438.20 

03 SG 012 04/01/2021 C 21.67 45,241.08 55,222.80 

03 SG 013 04/01/2021 C 22.95 47,922.66 58,375.62 

03 SG 014 04/01/2021 C 24.28 50,697.06 61,578.42 

03 SG 015 04/01/2021 C 25.69 53,640.78 64,979.10 

03 SG 016 04/01/2021 C 27.13 56,645.70 68,512.38 

03 SG 017 04/01/2021 C 28.66 59,834.22 72,364.92 

03 SG 018 04/01/2021 C 30.31 63,289.98 76,384.74 

03 SG 019 04/01/2021 C 31.94 66,681.48 80,425.98 

03 SG 020 04/01/2021 C 33.61 70,169.88 84,449.88 

03 SG 021 04/01/2021 C 35.41 73,931.64 88,875.66 

03 SG 022 04/01/2021 C 37.31 77,895.36 93,517.68 

03 SG 023 04/01/2021 C 39.30 82,062.06 98,369.82 

03 SG 024 04/01/2021 C 41.44 86,527.62 103,406.58 

03 SG 025 04/01/2021 C 43.73 91,309.38 108,938.04 

Comparison

• 2022: Minimum wage for 
Nassau, Suffolk, and Westchester 
county businesses for all 
workforce sizes: $15/hour

• $31,200 annual regular 
time salary

CSEA

Location pay for Westchester County is $3,000

Additional Considerations

• Fringe rate of 62.7%



What’s Happening Outside 
the Academic Walls?



What does this Mean?

• We have an aging work force that are retiring

• Skilled labor is getting harder to find, especially when salaries are 
compared to outside opportunities.

• To fill the gap, there is a need to look for alternative solutions to 
facilities related needs.



What are the options?

• Identify right fit for culture within UUP hires
• Define desired qualities for management level – set culture of training, improvement and accountability

• Enhance Employee Skills  
• Utilize BOCES or partner with organizations like International Facility Management Association (IFMA), Red 

Vector or BOMI International.
• Set up mentorship program within organization with established outcome deliverables and thresholds 
• Innovation and technology development
• Leadership management programs

• Establish recruiting relationships with technical schools 
• Must give a reason why choosing to work at your institution is the right choice
• Are the possibilities of pensions and stability desirable to young professionals?
• Recent graduates are making more than what SUNY offers for similar experience



Stretching the options

• Maximize service contracts
• Minimizes need for highly advanced staff which are extremely hard to find.
• Supports existing staff by not putting them in positions where they are not comfortable or trained.
• Needs to be managed carefully due to union agreements. 

• Public-private partnerships
• Would take legislation
• Removes square footage from maintenance (ie: residential space)
• New Jersey allows it at their state colleges and universities
• Added bonus of potential revenue stream

• Outsourcing certain trades
• Although it’s acknowledged that this is not an option within our current bargaining agreement, it is something 

we may need to further explore in the future. 
• Develop and source top talent. An outsourced contractor can provide flexibility in delivering the proper 

staffing level and required skill set quickly, with less cost and time investment, as well as providing expertise 
that may not be available, or is inadequate, within the in-house staff. 

Not everything above is currently possible (due to union agreements, existing legislation, etc.) and that not all options work everywhere.  



How can technology help?

Modern, often mobile operating technology in buildings may also play a role in reducing the impact of facility 
management talent. As buildings become more technology-enabled, the increased deployment of modern 
technology will have cascading effects. 

• Adopting technology can act as a “force multiplier” that helps staff get more done. 

• Using tools like enterprise energy management software and tenant billing software combined with data 
driven operations in the building, firms and staffs will realize significant efficiencies. 

• Sensor technology allows a building’s assets to communicate their operational and health status without 
human intervention. Advances in sensor and battery technology have introduced wireless devices with little 
or no configuration and maintenance effort that can be deployed in minutes.

• Many facilities managers are deploying or implementing building and facilities management systems, where 
data is translated directly into work orders or automated actions.

• With smart sensors and data analytics, you can get a full overview of key assets and environmental 
parameters within all your buildings, regardless of where you are. Service providers can reduce the dispatch 
of on-site skilled personnel or service providers greatly through sensor-based condition monitoring.



• Maximizing technology can help reduce the reliance of skilled trades
while opening opportunities for a “new” facility manager

• A better plan is needed in personnel development

• The use of service providers to a greater extent has to be an option

• Divergent thinking is critical

• It’s necessary to think ahead of the curve.


